
 Pictures of skiers showing 
clothing and equipment

 Videos from the internet 
that show skiers in action 
and the typical clothing 
and equipment used 
(optional – see instructions)

10–15 minutes

LET’S GO SKIING

Introduction:

Remind your child of the activities and song from EM39. Explain that some people take advantage of the 
wonderful and beautiful snow and go skiing across and down mountains for pleasure, but that some people who 
live in very cold places also need to use skis in the winter to help them get from one place to another.

Show your child the pictures, and discuss what they are wearing and using. Also show your child some videos 
from the internet of people skiing, including the clothes that they wear and the equipment they use, especially if 
they’ve never seen or tried this sport before. 

‘Skiers’ Leg Thrusts’:

Explain that skiers need very strong leg muscles, and they use a special workout to help them develop these.

Show them how to perform these movements:

• Shake your right leg and then your left leg gently to warm up.
• Stand with your right leg thrust forward and your left leg stretched out behind you; keep your left foot on the 

floor.
• Put your hands on your waist. Bend your right leg then rock very gently forwards and backwards several times, 

keeping your back straight, so that all your weight is taken momentarily by your bent leg each time you rock 
forward; don’t lean too far.

• Shake your right leg again to help it relax. Repeat using the left leg.

Encourage your child to join in and copy your actions.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

Your child can perform expressive movements to imitate skiing. 
Your child can perform expressive movements to imitate putting on and taking off ski clothing and skiing gear.
Your child can recognise items of winter or ski clothing by the expressive movements that show how they are put on and off. 

To introduce expressive movements to imitate skiing, and putting on and taking off 
ski clothing and skiing gear 
To perform expressive movements with appropriate degrees of breadth, weight, speed 
and fluidity
To practise orientation skills
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Getting Ready to go Skiing:

Ask your child to pretend to get dressed for the snow as before, but this time to go skiing instead of for a walk in the snowy wood.

Talk about the additional items of ski clothing that would be needed, for example, waterproof padded coat, salopettes and goggles/glasses.

Exaggerate your movements while pretending to put on each of those items, as you did in the previous session. 

Let’s Go Skiing:

Now talk about what equipment you need to be able to ski – the skis and the poles. Show your child how to ‘put on the skis’ and ‘take your ski poles’. 
Then pretend to ski using careful sliding steps so that you stay on the ‘ski track.’ Ask your child to copy you.

Now chant this rhyme, perform the actions as you say the words and encouraging your child to join in. Take four sliding steps for each line to the 
rhythm: 

We are skiing in a row Pretend to hold ski poles; move each arm as you move the corresponding leg; have your child go 
Through the forest covered with snow       behind you.
We hear the wind through the branches sigh Cock your head to one side to listen to the wind.
As one by one we go gliding by Do ‘smooth’ skiing actions.

Then stop, saying you need to rest. Pretend to ‘take the skis off’ and ‘stick the skis into the snow’, asking your child to do the same. Pretend to play in 
the snow for a little while and then say it’s time to go home.

Time to Go Home:

Pretend to ‘put the skis on’ again and ‘go back along the ski track’ to return home. To end this part of the session, pretend to hang up your ski clothing 
to dry, as in the previous session, and then pretend to have a long, hot bath to relax your tired muscles. Encourage your child to do the same.

LET’S GO SKIING – continued 
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Play ‘Guess What Item of Clothing This Is’:

One of you acts out putting on and/or taking off items of winter or ski clothing, and the other person has to guess which item it is. Take it in turns to 
act out the item and to guess what it is.
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